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A Message From Lenses
Lenses is a 100% teen-organized news platform that provides teenagers with the chance
to share their thoughts and beliefs about the headlines that we see on a daily basis. Our
community aims to get teenagers’ ideas on ‘adult issues’ and provide accessible and
simplified news to our readers, who may not always have the chance to stay up to date
with the daily news.
Lenses intends to highlight the fact that though we all have different perspectives and
‘lenses’ when it comes to various issues, each of our beliefs matter and are worth
sharing with the community. Through a combination of long and short-form articles, as
well as short descriptions of important daily news on our social media, we intend to help
all teenagers stay informed about the world around them and learn about what other
Gen-Z members think when it comes to each of these issues.
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Newsflash
The Latest News

Kamila Valieva’s Gold Medal Finish is Overshadowed
by the Controversy Surrounding her Positive Illicit
Drug Test
Achraf Azzaoui

At the mere age of 15, Russian figure skater Kamila Valieva is already setting records,
becoming the first figure skater to ever land a quadruple jump at the Olympics.
However, her story is tainted by a positive drug test for the heart medication
trimetazidine, which is on the banned substance list for the winter Olympics and also
tipped to enhance endurance by increasing blood flow to the heart.
The test was taken on December 25th, 2021, at the Russian Figure Skating
Championships, but the World Anti-Doping Agency only revealed the results of the
test on February 8th, one day after the Russian Olympic Committee Figure Skating
Team won gold in the figure skating team event. The medal ceremony for the event
was inevitably suspended, and it appeared that Valieva would be suspended from
participating in the individual program as well. However, the International Olympic
Committee and World Anti-Doping Agency’s appeal to the Court of Arbitration of
Sports to suspend her from the individual program was rejected on the basis that it
would cause her “irreparable harm”. It was agreed that if she medaled in the individual
program, the medaling ceremony would be delayed, but she placed fourth after a
poor performance.
Trimetazidine’s tangible effects on athletic performance are unclear and disputed, with
a lack of peer-reviewed research studies on the topic. Furthermore, the drug’s side
effects such as dizziness, headache, and abdominal pain could cause it to have an
inverse effect on athletic performance. More importantly, Valieva’s story brings
increased light to the dark underworld of Russian athletics, especially considering
youth athletes.
The controversy centers around not just Kamila Valieva herself, but also her coach,
Eteri Tutberidze. Questions have been raised about whether Kamila Valieva should be
personally punished for a choice which she may have not had the autonomy to make,
both due to her age and her coach’s history of misconduct in creating training regimes.
Tutberidze was quoted as claiming her skaters train 12 hours a day, saying they can
“always do more, demand more from yourself.”
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Furthermore, the string of Olympic gold medalists who she has trained have had short-lived
careers, such as 15-year-old Ylia Lipnitskaya who retired at 19 due to battles with anorexia
and injuries. Global Athlete, an athlete-led organization working for change across the
sporting world, was even quoted as calling Valieva’s positive drug test “evidence of abuse of
a minor.”

Kamila Valieva’s attorneys have claimed she is innocent in intentionally ingesting the drug,
pushing forth two theories to explain trace amounts of the drug being found in her system.
Her grandfather is a prescribed user of the drug trimetazidine, and Valieva’s attorneys believe
traces on a surface on which the medication had been placed could have been consumed
unknowingly by Valieva, or that the sharing of glasses between Valieva and her grandfather
could have led to Valieva consuming part of the Trimetazidine tablet. However, both
scenarios are unlikely according to leading drug-testing expert Oliver Catlin, who asserts that
the tablet would not have likely been crushed into the water but consumed dry, and that
trace amounts on a surface would not be sufficient for a positive drug test. Her attorneys’
explanations will most likely fail to hold water in the court of public opinion, due to the
presumption of guilt which Russian athletes carry the burden of, due to Russia’s statesponsored doping program since the 1960s.

Image from CNBC

Russia’s latest doping scandal raises a flurry of ethical dilemmas, such as whether youth
athletes should be allowed to compete given the different standards they face compared to
adults who break Olympic guidelines. Due to her age and status as a minor, Valieva is given
certain exemptions and leniency as a “protected person” in the World Anti-Doping Code. If
proven to be doping, she faces a maximum two-year ban, instead of four, and faces a
possible minimum sanction of no ban depending on her determined degree of fault.
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Democratic Governors Have Lifted Mask Mandates
in Accordance with Recently Updated CDC
Guidelines
Nirja Divekar

To many people’s surprise, democratic governors had suddenly decided to lift mask
mandates in indoor settings across the U.S. While it could be argued that this is due to
the length of the pandemic and how the world is approaching a 2-year milestone since
COVID-19 began to spread, the pandemic certainly isn’t over. According to TIME
Magazine, “The number of new cases is still topping 200,000 people daily, surpassing
the Delta summer surge handily and coming close to the spike seen after the 2020
holidays.”
As more and more students complete the transition to in-person school and learning
environments, and the rate of children who are vaccinated increases, government
officials are announcing policy changes for states, as a whole. According to Vox,
“Leaders in New Jersey, Connecticut, Delaware, and Oregon [have] announced
changes to such policies in schools, while those in New York, Illinois, Nevada, and
California did the same for indoor mask requirements. New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy
told Vox, “This is a huge step back to normalcy for our kids.”
Currently, 70 percent of Americans think ‘COVID-19 is here to stay and that we need to
get on with our lives,’ including 47 percent of Democrats, 71 percent of independents,
and 89 percent of Republicans, according to a survey conducted by Monmouth
University. Several weeks ago, the CDC advised against this progression and stated
that it wasn’t the time to let our guards down.
The CDC had recommended at the time to wear masks in schools and in indoor spaces
in jurisdictions with “high” or “substantial” rates of transmission.
As of February 8, 99 percent of counties in the US would qualify by that measure, as
mentioned by an NBC News analysis. As of right now, individual counties are still
discussing their mask mandate regulations, despite certain states removing their mask
mandates completely. Since the cases haven’t been emerging as rapidly, several
states on the East Coast have decided to remove indoor masking mandates, including
gyms, schools, restaurants, etc. On February 25, the CDC updated its regulations,
easing the guidelines for wearing masks in indoor spaces. While this is a recent
development, the former decision to maintain masks in indoor spaces with “high” rates
of transmission was still the last factor taken into account when governors had last
made decisions about what they wanted to do for their states respectively.
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In Virginia, Gov. Youngkin issued an order allowing parents throughout the state to decide
whether their children want to wear masks at school. Despite this new order, more than half
of the counties in Virginia announced that they wanted to maintain the mask mandate and
some even filed a lawsuit against the order. One example is Fairfax County, one of the largest
and richest counties in the U.S.m which has chosen to allow parents to decide whether their
kids will wear masks to school beginning March 1. With the liberty to decide whether
students want to wear them, teachers are forced to remain impartial and cooperate with the
choices of students, through additional breaks and seating arrangements.
As we move toward an epidemic stage of COVID-19, many hope that the CDC won’t have to
reassess their guidelines and reinstate the mask mandate. As schools start to allow students
and staff to return with a choice to wear masks, it may be only a short amount of time before
an outbreak, which would lead to a reassessment of mask guidelines through respective
counties. Children aged 12-17 still remain highly susceptible to transmitting the virus and are
the ones participating in in-person school and sports. While it’s finally a step towards
normalcy, there is no certainty that the current regulations can be sustained.

Latest Headlines
The 56th Superbowl game took place Sunday, February 13, 2022, pitting the
Los Angeles Rams against the Cincinnati Bengals. Following a very close
game in the 4th quarter, the Rams defeated the Bengals 23-20. The Halftime
show was presented by 5 hip-hop artists, who have a combined number of
44 Grammys.
Euphoria, a mature-rated show about teenagers fighting substance abuse
and navigating their way through high school has gotten double its viewers
since the premiere in December due to trends on social media platforms,
such as TikTok. According to the New York Times, this season’s sixth
episode, which aired on Feb. 13, drew in 5.1 million viewers, according to
HBO, despite premiering during the Super Bowl.

Flickering Through
February Lenses Articles You Need to Read
Russia Ukraine Conflict - Akshay Vellore
Supply Side Economics - Achraf Azzaoui
Atticus Finch Must Go - Emily Dissayanake
Valentine's Day and Consumerism - Aarya Niraula
POC Women Masculinized - Aarya Niraula
Amir Locke - Akshay Vellore
Manic Pixie Girl Trope - Maia Nehme
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COVID-19
Updates
As of Monday, February 28th 2022

434 M
cases

78.8 M
cases

Sources: CDC, Boston Herald

974 K
deaths

5.94 M
deaths

Worldwide
USA

U.S Vaccination Status

689 M

Total
Doses
Delivered

552 M

Total
Doses
Administered

76.3 %

94 M

Booster
Doses
Administered

43.6%

64.9 %

of Population
Fully Vaccinated
of Population
with At Least
One Dose
of Fully Vaccinated
Population Boosted

Updates
With 75% of U.S. citizens
developing some sort of
immunity to the
Omicron variant
following the outbreak in
January, COVID cases
have plummeted.

As of Friday, March 25th,
the CDC has relaxed
mask guidelines,
removing mask
recommendations in
areas of "low to medium
transmission".
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Deep Cuts
Key topics of the month

Russia Invades Ukraine; What’s Next?
Purnima Vasistha

On February 24th, 2022, civilians in major Ukrainian cities were woken up early by
the sound of missile attacks and air raid sirens. After weeks of rising tensions and
threats, Russian troops had finally invaded Ukraine. The deadly missiles seemed
to target airports, warehouses, ports, military bases, and administrative military
buildings located in the capital. Unfortunately (but not unexpectedly), many
reports say that civilian buildings have also been hit.
As of right now, the military situation in Ukraine is very fluid and it is still
developing. As of February 25th, 2022, Russian forces have made a large
breakthrough in the Donbas region and began to enter Kharkiv, Ukraine’s
second-largest city. Joined by Belarusan allies, they have also crossed the
border into Northern Ukraine. In what Zynlenski called “a declaration of war
against the whole of Europe,” Russian forces managed to capture the Chernobyl
nuclear power plant. This is especially worrisome, as it means northern forces are
that much closer to Kyiv, the capital. In the south, Russian troops crossed into
Ukraine from Crimea while missile attacks have also been reported in Odesa and
Mariupol as well.
Russian President Vladimir Putin justified this invasion by pointing to these
defense treaties with breakaway states and Donbas, a historical, cultural, and
economic region in south-eastern Ukraine. He stated, “I decided to launch a
special military operation. Its goal is to protect people who have been subjected
to abuse and genocide by the regime in Kyiv for eight years. And for this, we will
pursue the demilitarization and denazification of Ukraine, as well as bringing to
justice those who committed numerous bloody crimes against civilians, including
citizens of the Russian Federation.” However, many have been quick to prove
that this narrative that Ukraine has committed genocide against the people in
Donbas is just that — a narrative. The false claim that Ukraine is a Nazi nation may
have started from one of two places, the first being Ukraine’s history with
German troops during World War 2.
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Although they did take troops in as liberators from Soviet Russia, Ukrainians
quickly came to regret this decision when millions of their people died as a result
of the fighting that commenced due to this hospitality. The second, and most
likely to be Putin’s justification for painting its neighbor as a Nazi-inhabiting nation
stems from a few far-right Nazi militia groups that have been spotted in the
Donbas region. Although they are only a fringe group fighting in a relatively
lawless region, Russia has used footage of these groups as propaganda for the
war effort.
The claim that Ukraine is secretly harboring and endorsing Nazi militant activity is
also extremely ironic, seeing as Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenkskyy is a
practicing Jew.
Up until Russia invaded Ukraine, Zelenskyy had desperately tried to find a
diplomatic solution. hours before the invasion, he pleaded directly to the Russian
people: “You've been told I'm going to bomb Donbas. Bomb what? The Donetsk
stadium where the locals and I cheered for our team at Euro 2012? The bar where
we drank when they lost? Luhansk, where my best friend's mom lives?” There are
rumors that the president even tried to all Putin before the invasion but was left
on voicemail.
Around the same time as Putin’s speech, an emergency meeting of the UN was
held. The heated meeting provided Ukrainians with little comfort, especially
seeing as it was run by the Russian ambassador. Before it ended, Ukraine’s
ambassador told him that “there is no purgatory for war criminals. They go
straight to hell, Ambassador.”
Early on February 24th, Zelensky announced that the country has faced “serious
losses” amid the early stages of the Russian campaign and that at least dozens
have died. He urged NATO to declare Ukraine a “no-fly” zone, which would
greatly assist Ukrainians militarily. However, this action is extremely unlikely, as it
calls for NATO to get directly involved in the conflict, which is something they
have not been willing to do thus far. This hesitation is most likely aided by the
perception that Putin is willing to use nuclear weapons. In his statement to the
public, he stated, “Anyone who tries to get in our way, let alone tries to threaten
us and our people, should know that Russia’s answer will be immediate, and it
will lead to consequences of the sort that you have not faced ever in your
history.”
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This, however, hasn’t stopped all NATO members from urging for more action.
After the UN meeting last Thursday morning, Lithuanian president Gitanas
Nauseda announced that Lithuania is declaring a state of emergency due to
Russia's attack on Ukraine. This fear is most likely due to the long history the
nation has with Russian domination.
Since the fighting began, many Ukrainians have resorted to fleeing their cities
and going west, leading to massive traffic jams all throughout the country. For
those who haven’t left, they’ve spent their days hiding in their homes or the
subway underground, which for many, doubles as a bomb shelter.
Shortly after hostility started, President Biden also released a statement calling
the attack “unprovoked” and “unjustified” and accused Putin of starting a
“premeditated war that will bring a catastrophic loss of life and human suffering.”
He went on to place the blame on Russia, saying, “Russia alone is responsible for
the death and destruction this attack will bring, and the United States and its
Allies and partners will respond in a united and decisive way. The world will hold
Russia accountable.” Staying true to his word, the U.S., along with the other
members of the G7 have promised massive, crippling sanctions against Russia.
Biden clarified that this will successfully freeze the assets of certain Russian and
Belarusian oligarchs, companies, and banks. On a similar note, Ukrainians have
asked for Russia to be completely removed from the Swift banking system,
which would effectively freeze them out of most of the global economy. It is
uncertain if this step would be taken, however, as it is largely considered a
nuclear option.

Image from
Financial Times
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Penny Points
Economy Updates

Russia-Ukrainian Conflict Boosts Oil Prices
and Lowers Stocks throughout North America
and Europe
Lucas Ribiero

February has been a moderately turbulent month for global economies,
owing to the uncertainty surrounding the war in Ukraine, various sanctions
against Russia, and an accompanying spike in oil prices.
Russia is a relatively small player in the global economic market. For
example, they exported only $29.7B in goods (mainly oil and other fuels) to
the US in 2021. By comparison, Italy exported $61B, and China exported
$506B, and the situation is similar when considering Russia's relationships
with most of the rest of the western world. Because of this, sanctions
against Russia have not had a major effect on the US and European
economies.
However, this does not mean there has been no effect. The bulk of Russia's
exports are energy products, so a primary direct effect of the RussiaUkraine conflict here has been an 8.6% spike in oil prices in the month of
February alone.
Crude Oil Prices
Spiked 8.6% in
February, from
$88.20/barrel to
$95.8/barrel
(OilPrices.Com)
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As a ripple effect of rising oil (and therefore gasoline) prices, inflation in
the US and EU is also expected to continue at an elevated rate.
At the same time, supply chain and sanction-related issues have not been
the only consequence of the fighting in Ukraine. Uncertainty surrounding
the war has also dipped stocks, with the S&P 500 falling 3.8%, the DOW
falling 4.27%, and the FTSE 100 (London) falling 1.03% throughout the
month. While these are somewhat significant losses, they are not
devastating or indicative of a recession.

The S&P 500 in
February (Google)

Though the relatively tame effects of the Russia-Ukraine war on the rest
of the world's economies are positive, the isolation of Russia in the global
economy also comes with disadvantages. Namely, Russia's limited trade
relationships with other countries make sanctions against them less
effective, allowing for less international leverage in the Russia-Ukraine. In
any case, it remains to be seen how global economies will react to new
developments in the conflict.
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Upcoming Events
Mardi Gras
Mardi Gras also called "Fat Tuesday" is a Christian celebration where people feast on food
before Lent, a Christian observance consisting of fasting for 40 days. It has evolved into an
international celebration especially in cities like New Orleans and Brazil where weeklong
festivities are held filled with special foods, costumes, and float parades.
Women's History Month
March is recognized as Women's History Month, an annual celebration of achievements by
women and a time for recognizing their central role in U.S. history. The 2022 theme is "Women
Providing Healing, Promoting Hope", as a tribute to women in health through the lens of the
pandemic.
St Patrick's Day
St Patrick's Day is on Thursday, March 17 2022. It is a holiday to commemorate the death of
St.Patrick, who is the patron saint of Ireland, known for bringing Christianity to Ireland. The
holiday has become a celebration of Irish culture, with many festivities including parades and
food. People also wear the color green and celebrate the characteristic leprechaun.

March Madness
March Madness also known as the NCAA Division I Basketball Tournament is an annual
basketball tournament during March/April with 68 Division 1 college basketball teams
playing.Teams are organized into brackets and are eliminated until the final championship. It is
very popular in the U.S. to predict and bet on winners and is televised by multiple networks.
Holi
Holi is on Friday, March 18, 2022. It is an Indian holiday known colloquially as the "Festival of
colors." The holiday celebrates the transition from winter to spring and the conquest of good
over evil as well as a day of love and happiness. During Holi, there are large festivals and
parades where people throw colored powder at each other, splash each other with water, and
eat special food with family and friends.

Listen to Lenses' podcast posted on 2/21/22 about Ethical A.I., featuring
Hosts, Simar Narula and Vihaan Mathur, and Guest, Sneha Revanur, founder
of nonprofit, Encode Justice. Available on Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Google
Podcasts, Anchor, Overcast, Castbox, and Beaker.
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